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arketing, ensemble profiles, branding and audience development have all found much
attention in the drive to secure the economic future of orchestras. What has been
neglected are questions of personnel and organisational development; this despite the fact that
personnel is the key resource of any ensemble. Too many orchestras are still managed in an
antiquated autocratic manner that ignores social changes and the expectations of musicians to
be more than simply executors and auxiliaries. This can easily result in smouldering internal
conflicts that are all the more damaging as there is often no organisational mechanism to bring
them into the open and deal with them. Individuals may react with resignation and low
motivation, which will even affect orchestra performances.
What kind of conflicts are typical for orchestras? Obviously many conflicts are related to the
love-hate relationship between orchestral players and conductors. A conductor has the force to
seriously damage or even ruin a musicians life, on the other hand the interaction between a
charismatic conductor and the musicians creates moments of magic.
Unfortunately most of the conductors have very little knowledge concerning human resources
management. Leadership qualities, especially social communication and guidance in dealing
with internal conflicts are not part of any studies for conductors. Conductors usually tend to
avoid talking about internal problems. Very seldom chief conductors accept responsibility
concerning these matters. This is just one source of conflict in orchestras.
Another one is the education of the musicians themselves. As students we are told to develop
an outstanding and individual way of playing, when we start in an orchestra our individual
career has nearly come to an end. This seems somewhat schizophrenic. Now we are a small part
of an orchestra, we are a small part of a big team, in which different generations and various
nations try to work together, in which rules and hierarchies have to be considered. We are
seldom prepared to cope with the challenges of team playing, different generations or social
hierarchies. The brightness in the eyes of young musicians too often disappears a few months
after starting their orchestral career. This is another source of conflict.
Are we allowed to criticize each other? There are a lot of unanswered questions concerning this
topic. Musicians are very sensitive artists, sometimes thin-skinned, often afraid of weak points
being exposed. how is one to criticize the concert-master, the solo-viola-player or the first
trumpet? If I criticise my solo-windplayer at the wrong moment or in the wrong way there
might be a problem for months or even longer.
If musicians keep grumbling or remain silent, sometimes for years, my phone is ringing and
musicians or managers are asking for help. Mediation or external consulting are first steps in
dealing with these conflicts, but I think there is a need for internal change in the long run.
The growing complexity and the big changes in our societies in general highlight the increasing
necessity for the constructive handling of differences of opinion, interpersonal differences or
conflicts of interests.
Conflicts are absolutely necessary for the development of any company, also for orchestras and
operas. But we need a professional way of dealing with conflicts, to discover chances and trendsetting strategies. Conflict management should be one of the opportunities, including the
education of peer mediators, communication and conflict trainings for each member of the
orchestras, to avoid unnecessary conflicts and carefully supervise constructive conflicts.
Another step is the development of a feedback culture. To achieve a sustainable and positive
culture of collaboration feedback is one of the most important keys to support both for teams
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and a person’s individual development process.
Unfortunately we are very seldom taught in giving or receiving feedback. Usually we tend to
criticize each other by denigrating or even blaming the other person. The designation feedback
originated in cybernetics and means regeneration. One of the most important aims is to
separate person and object, that means the person is ok, behaviour or skills can be improved,
for example intonation, ensemble playing or dynamics.
Giving feedback means explaining to another person how we perceive, understand and feel about
them. Consistently giving one another feedback in an open manner is the central key for teams
and workgroups. Instrumental teams urgently need guidance in giving and receiving feedback.
Another step is the introduction of regular employee discussions. Employee discussions are
quite rightly viewed as one of the most important aids in effective management. Many
international enterprises introduce and further develop the employee discussions as a
management tool.
Interestingly, many communication and counselling techniques have been developed from
psychological approaches that are deeply rooted in the English speaking world, such as the
distinctly humanistic nondirective counselling approach of Carl Rogers, to my understanding the
basis of any appreciative communication approach, or the findings associated with the name of
Paul Watzlawik or the German Friedemann Schulz von Thun on communication with a factual or
relationship orientation.
Is it possible to transform these findings in regular talks between conductors and single
musicians or instrumental groups? Not without guidance. but from my point of view there is a
strong need to deal with new concepts of communication in orchestras and operas.
Another step is to provide understandable and transparent information. Informing employees is
a fundamental management duty. Which company developments are currently relevant? What
important decisions has management made? What employee requirements in the department
or work sector currently need to be coordinated?
Managers often have an informational advantage, when it comes to answering such questions.
Breaking down this advantage and providing employees with information creates a feeling of
security, confidence and appreciation.
Musicians are a very sensitive and talented artists, not only related to music but also to many
other skills, such as educational, photographical, management or other skills. Unfortunately very
seldom musicians are asked to introduce these skills for the benefit of the orchestra. It could be
a successful project integrating these skills to give help for a better identification.
These are only some of the topics which we have to look at to achieve pioneering points for the
future success of orchestras and opera companies. Therefore we need a department for human
resource development or organisations development.
We need people who have an understanding of professional orchestras as well as of
communication competence. This is also very important for the economic benefit.
The economists Keith Murninghan and Donald Conlon have investigated the organisation
dynamics of string quartettes to find out, whether the one quartette is more successful than the
other. Murningham and Conlon observed various ensembles and collected data about salaries,
record deals, number of concerts, good or bad reviews.
Striking was that there were some very successful quartettes and others who do not make ends
meet. There were no quartettes in a medium range. The obvious explanation is that successful
quartettes are the better musicians. But the quality of the musicians was objectively on the
same level,
if you consider talent, instrumental skills, education etc. The real reason for the success of a
quartette was something which is called "click", and this has nothing to do with instrumental
ability. The members of the successful quartettes gave each other more support and praise.
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When difficult decisions have to be made they did not avoid conflicts, conflicts were resolved in
a healthy way. The quartettes with less success interacted strictly professional, with respect but
no real wire to each other. The difference is striking: Quartettes with "click" produced dozens of
recordings, received double fees, and five times as many reviews as the other quartettes.
Without any doubt the mode of getting along with each other influences the measurable
performance. The passion, energy, joy and enthusiasm, which the members of the clickquartettes feel, produces good economic results.
I think that this can be transferred to professional orchestras and there is a need to look at the
future of orchestras from this point of view.
Strong leadership, fostering motivation, regular staff talks, team development, quality panels,
the development of a feedback culture, regular talks between Conductors and instrumental
groups, regular talks between management and orchestra, transparency of decisions an
information, the idea of developing the whole organisation to achieve a balance between
economy and humanity, founding a department for human resources and organisations
development, such as in various big industrial enterprises, this is the vision for a successful
development of professional orchestras and opera companies. We have to adapt ourselves to
create a better atmosphere, which will convince the society that classical music is living and that
there is a basic need for it, otherwise we will disappear, at least 50 to 70% of the orchestras
and opera compa. The general economic conditions in the future will be tough.
Let us be intelligent and let us seize the possibilities.
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